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 Insufficient (pre)clinical data
 Insufficient rationale
 Biomarker design deficiency
 Dose or schedule deficiency 
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DUPLICATION

An average of 178 LOIs a year
are reviewed by CTEP Investigational Drug Branch (IDB).

CTEP, as a steward of public funds, must

avoid duplicative trial investigations.
One hypothetical example could be…

an average of

43 Experimental Therapeutics Clinical

Trials Network (ETCTN) partners nationwide

Three (3) letters of intent (LOIs) per agent
submitted to CTEP IDB a year

CTEP IDB reviews

129x LOIs checked for duplicity every year

x

=
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ACCRUAL

An average of 2.5% 
of eligible patients a year participate in a clinical trial.*

after a 2-quarter clinical trial accrual ramp-up period…

CTEP holds an Early Phase Trial

Slow Accrual Meeting

*Source: NCI Cancer Therapy Evaluation Program

if accrual is < 50%

A Corrective Action Plan (CAP) is issued

the CAP permits a six (6)-month reassessment, and if accrual is

< 75% of its goal pace, a study may close
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CHAMPION

Career Development LOIs 
(CrDL) provide junior faculty a process with competitive advantage.

before submitting a CrDL…

contact the IDB monitor for the

intended CTEP agent to schedule

a preliminary conference

the mentor and mentee…
must both participate in the preliminary conference
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AMERICANS

Mission:
The National Cancer Institute coordinates the National Cancer Program, which conducts and supports 

research, training, health information dissemination, and other programs with respect to the cause, 

diagnosis, prevention, and treatment of cancer, rehabilitation from cancer, and the continuing care of 

cancer patients and the families of cancer patients. 

Paragraph #1 of LOIs…
must elaborate therapeutic need among American cancer patients

NCI Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) provides …

relevant summary statistics for LOIs
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CTEP uses a scientific process to accomplish its mission, including:

• promising basic science findings that are identified and translated

into clinical research…

• prioritization of agents based on scientific criteria and therapeutic 

needs…

• systematic testing of new anti-cancer agents in clinical trials…

• promising new cancer treatments are rigorously compared to 

best 

available treatments in hypothesis-driven clinical trials to reliably 

define superior treatments for specific types of cancer.

AGENTS

Cancer Therapy Evaluation Program (CTEP):
The mission of CTEP is to improve the lives of cancer patients by finding better ways to treat, control 

and cure cancer. 

Paragraph #2 of LOIs…

must detail why a particular CTEP agent, or agent-agent, or

agent-radiotherapy pair has been chosen for study
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CTEP uses a scientific process to accomplish its mission, including:

• promising basic science findings are identified and translated into 

clinical research, both by identifying new agents for evaluation 

and 

by identifying biologic characteristics of tumors that may be 

clinically 

exploited.

SCIENCE

Guidance on Basic Science:
CTEP guides investigators to include data from at least two (2) cell lines and two (2) animal models of an 

agent-agent pair. 

Paragraph #3 of LOIs…

must detail the biologic rationale for an agent-agent or

agent-radiotherapy pair, often including data or references.
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CTEP uses a scientific process to accomplish its mission, including:

• that novel anti-cancer agents with distinctive molecular targets, 

mechanisms of action, or properties are identified and introduced 

into clinical trials, with prioritization of agents based on scientific 

criteria and therapeutic needs.

CLINICAL

Guidance on Clinical Science:
CTEP guides investigators to include data from any first-in-human or phase I clinical trials where 

pharmacokinetic data are available. 

Paragraph #4 of LOIs…

• should detail the clinical rationale for agent-agent or

agent-radiotherapy pairs, often including pharmacokinetic

data detailing exposure, half-life, and elimination (Table).

• must characterize known adverse event rates for agent monotherapy

and for an agent-agent or agent-radiotherapy pairs (Table).
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FUTURE

Summary Statement for Background/Rationale:
CTEP guides investigators to include one (1) sentence on the very next-step clinical development trial or 

study as paragraph #5. 
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DESIGN

Summary Statement for Trial Design:
CTEP guides investigators to include one (1) pictograph describing patient workflow through an early phase 

clinical trial. 

first-line

non-metastatic 

[disease-type]

agent #2 X Gy per fraction, D1-5, q7D, x5

Agent #1 xxx mg PO QD D1, 3, 5, q7D, x5

Agent #1 xxx mg PO QD D1, 3, 5, q7D, x5

D0 D15 D42

END
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BIOMARKER

Biomarkers Table:
CTEP guides investigators to include one (1) integrated biomarker in each clinical trial LOI, if relevant. 

complex symptoms make cancer 

molecular diagnoses challenging 

50% of cancer patients do not 

benefit from prescribed therapy

agent-agent responses vary 

between individual patients

identification of novel biomarkers 

differentiate disease responses

biomarkers allow for stratification 

and personalized therapy

biomarkers enable molecular 

staging and treatment assignment

Biomarker table of LOIs…

• should indicate preference and whether a biomarker is integral (mandatory) / integrated (mandatory/optional / exploratory
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ENDPOINT

Statistics:
CTEP guides investigators to include clinically-relevant endpoints and statistical tests (alpha, sidedness). 

phase I trials: safety

phase II single-arm: response rate

phase II randomized: progression-free survival



www.cancer.gov www.cancer.gov/espanol


